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Czech Republic
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Jiří Kolek
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Please, to hands of chief commandants of the  Unit 23119 and Unit 29701 of European 
Digital Forensics Examiners, Digital Forensics, European Fraud Resident Agency and  
Major Procurement Fraud Unit of Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force 
in Kaiserslautern.

SUBJECT: APPEL TO THE SUPREME HEADQUARTER ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 
(SHAEF) FOR  DETENTION AND EXTRADICTION OF MEMBERS OF CABALIST GROUP  -
THE "MYNÁŘ'S MORAVIA GANG": MYNÁŘ, ŠABRŠULA, TKADLEČEK, DEJMEK, 
POTOMSKY, ŠÁCHOVA, MAKARIUS, ZVĚŘINA .. & Co.

Summary: Please, dear friends, we appeal for resetting of all counterfeit expropriation and 
fraudulent auctions of 'property' in the Czech Republic, as well as fake auctions of my family's 
house, and request for protection of my family, as well as families of other uncomfortable czech 
patriots  investigated czech Deep State cabal, against prepared intentionaly repeated attempt of 
assassination of my brother and mother by form of counterfeit executions and illegal expropriations 
of the property my mother by the "Mynář's Moravian gang" and his police gangsters and killers: 
Jaromír Tkadleček and Bronislav Šabršula and their other subordinated police gangsters.

Dear Sir/Madame commandante,

My name is Jiri Kolek and in advance of this letter I would like to express my deep and heartfelt 
thanks and great gratitude and respect for your enormous help to Europe and the huge air bridge for 
our protection against hybrid war of Rothschild – Soros cabal Deep State mafia on behalf of all 
those rapidly growing, strong, brave, educated and truly spiritual and militant personalities in our 
Czech society, who have understood the direction and quality of current changes, and are fully 
aware not only of the gigantic historical transcendence of these changes, both into the past and into 
the future of our human race on planet Earth and the galaxy, but also their ancient spiritual origins, 
which bestow to these person some sort of the spiritual aristocratic titles „understanding“ and 
„active participation“ in these changes.

At the same time, however, we are fully aware of heroic originators and initiators of these profound 
and enorme planetary social changes from various social groups, but especially those, who are the 
most competent for them, from high military, scientific, financial circles and ("Q" HQ) the whole 
intel community, to ordinary intelligent bloggers with a clear understanding of real developments 
leading to a fundamental change in the social order on the planet, about what had been circulated so
many mystical predictions in all cultures of the world for millennias.
Yes, we are living huge historical changes and there are those of us who are fully aware of them 
enough to be able to consciously support, accelerate and facilitate your heroic work.

Our group reports on these changes on my website:

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/charts/

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/charts/


My brother, Josef Kolek, https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009370944268 , who has 
excelent financial and legal education to be the first to understand, process and publish 
circumstantial evidence, which I translated into english. There is a real danger of really huge money
laundering through uncontrolled bailiff‘s - executory accounts, and the frightening fact of the 
pay off the terrorist groups by Czech state alpha institutions, which I tried exposed in this my 
article and especially material in its supplements:

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/2019/03/15/the-czech-republic-turns-to-the-saudi-
arabian-trojan-horse-in-the-heart-of-v4-2/

https://www.scribd.com/user/465655545/OHO-X-FILES

I also informed about it on my old (no longer functional pages), where I regularly published 
translations of Benjamin Fulford‘s artickles and other information about the international Cabal - 
Deep State:

https://benjamin-fulford-cz.webnode.cz/krysyvparlamentu/

and this information was also published by friends in the fight from the server tadesco.org

https://tadesco.org/exekutorsky-urad-prerov-podporuje-isil/

all other media and people in them considered this information to be a science-fiction category "B".

We have also informed Interpol, CIA and FBI, but none of these global institutions seem to mind 
(we understand that they have much more important work with larger crooks) that the Czech 
Republic is an ideal launderer for money raised from human, arms and drug trafficking, precisely 
through these executory- bailiff‘s bank accounts. 

Some reflexions has came soon:

https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/justice-belgium/59538/kbc-bank-to-be-
prosecuted-for-money-laundering/

Prague is the so-called New Jerusalem - an area without laws, where only semito-khazarian 
gangsters and their henchmen, obedient goyim, rule.

There is a large group of educated czech patriots. They are people from all fields of activity, who 
are of the opinion that the Czech Republic and its state administration have reached the level of 
countries such as Kosovo, Congo or Eritrea, and we are no longer far from behadings and tortures 
of daemonic kingdom of  Saudi Arabia or the world's number one terrorist state - Israel and their 
"knesset of war criminals". 

We think it is time to investigate these crimes of international Deep State cabal conexions and 
transactions in the Czech Republic with a new international jurisdiction, whose legislative and 
executive power is represented to us by your troops or for example global federal postal judge, 
Mark Christopher.

That is why I have committed myself to this public demand for the protection of those, who are in 
imminent danger of death by this increasingly insane and armed police gangsters, which don‘t 
respect not just private property and personal things, but no have any respect to our lives. 
Unfortunately, this case is also my own family.

https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/justice-belgium/59538/kbc-bank-to-be-prosecuted-for-money-laundering/
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For this reason, I provide you with basic evidence, (complete evidence is owned by my brother, 
Josef Kolek, who is ready to cooperate with you at any time), according to which you can start 
arresting these cabal loosers like „according to the bus timetable“, because the evidence against 
themselfs is provided by them own, "mafia clinical judicial-police idiots” in virtually every judicial 
“statement”, „sentence“ or so called „police investigation”, which is predominantly just 
investigation about your social position and posibility threat your data by these idiots obsesive with 
private property of others. 

I will therefore provide you with all the necessary indications in this letter publicly, although of 
course, we assume that your financial intelligence has long been its own. And if not, we recommend
them to study this case, because it is evidence-pearls. But some type of this evidence-perls is owned
by almost every family in the Czech Republic, which had whatever oficial-administrative conection 
with this laughable „justice mafia of degenerative absurdities“.

I would especially recommend your financial intelligence to establish contacts with former elite 
investigators from the Unit for Organized Crime, Michael Svatoš and Unit for Economic Crime, 
Petr Rajský, as well as with Petra Lhotáková and the Trade Union Alliance of the Integrated 
Rescue System (contacts for all provided below), who are only investigating criminal activities the 
leadership of the Police corps of the Czech Republic and their "capo di tutti capi" gangster, a 
corrupt and utter ignorant of any legal and moral limits, Jan Švejdar (we do not mention his titles, 
because they are definitely forged or bought), https://www.policie.cz/clanek /brig-gen-mgr-jan-
svejdar.aspx , and corruption and gross violations of the fundamental human rights of high-ranking 
police Deep State cabal involved in a criminal organization of international reach, committed not 
only against the civilian population of Czech Republic, but even in relation to their own employees, 
ordinary police officers and agents.
And not only these three brave former police officers (Michale Svatoš, Petr Rajský and Petra 
Lhotáková) would provide you with countless very confidential and convincing evidence of the 
functioning, relationships, fake companies and "black souls" of the Czech state mafia - Deep State 
cabal performing public alpha functions and directing state administrative sectors absolutely 
without any competence, qualifications, expertise and proficiency. After all, they publish almost all 
the evidence on their facebook profiles, pages and you-tube canals.

Already basic data about these crimes and criminal colusions and conspiracies are enough for a 
person with only secondary economic education to understand that the sio-communist post-
revolutionary accounting of public funds in the Czech state not only, during the years of rules of this
barbaric sio-communist mobs since the "color revolution of Zio-Nazi Havel's- Rothschild‘s- 
Soros‘s clique" in 1989, not only stolen tens, maybe hundreds of trillions (in your short scale) of 
Czech crowns, but it is very likely that despite this state accounting, the Muslim Brotherhood, ISIL 
and other "funny" Mohammed terrorist associations (safely controlled by Mossad in the Czech 
Republic) still clean their stolen money and property all over the world.

 Jan Hamáček, Minister of the Interior of the Czech Republic, is a close friend of both chinese and 
afghan top gangsters and is on the chinese list of corrupt officials destined for execution (intel-info 
by Michal & Petr). It will definitely be visible on his bank account like in the palm. It provides very
intensive coverage, money and support to Islamic cabal groups. 

https://www.policie.cz/clanek%20/brig-gen-mgr-jan-svejdar.aspx
https://www.policie.cz/clanek%20/brig-gen-mgr-jan-svejdar.aspx


President Zeman, on the other hand, is an ardent Zionist, who enthusiastically applauds the terror 
of the judicial mafia, and with the argument of a drunken, rubberized primitive, celebrates this 
barbaric mafia and accuses robbed and terrorized citizens of "laziness and frivolous loans." Really 
disgusting man with very low character. 

And prime minister Babish - an ordinary deceitful fraudster and former member of the StB 
communist secret police, whose bankrupt company full of incompetent, dull and uneducated „secret
commies“ for several years, lives only on European subsidy fraud and the "Rockefeller method" of 
liquidating competition everywhere, where they go. His „intelectual“ nivel is presented by fact, that 
he don‘t know, what is notebook-computer.

Everyone from them, as well as their duller fans, have enormous guilt to cover the gross abuse
of human rights and corruption, the devastation of the Czech economy and the last rotting 
remnants of the "rule of law", which has simply already stopped exist for several years ago. 
From the moment, when cabal of US ambassy make order to other hardcore psychopat, czech 
general state attorney Pavel Zeman,  NO MAKE ANY INVESTIGATE OF CRIMES at all. That 
seems incredible just for persons who don‘t know how work the Deep State cabal.

Any of your, even if only, unique and exemplary or short temporaly presence on Czech soil would 
cause a huge change, because you are still considered by the Czech kabal of the Deep State - the 
State Mafia to be a "mystery" and "ghosts from conspiracy theories". It is precisely this strategy that
they also promote in their media, precisely in order to prevent Czech people from understanding 
your jurisdictional superiority over Czech state tribal gangs and private institutions, which, and for a
long time have turned into institutions of gangster blackmail, manipulation of facts, falsification of 
documents, stamps and signatures where convicted criminals and uneducated gangsters and 
psychopaths of all sorts of social grupes with falsified diplomas, academic degrees and other 
competencies sit in the positions of executives officials.

Again, only these two Czech periodicals reported on your presence in Europe:

Tadesco.org

https://tadesco.org/marneho-okenko-05-04-2020-slibene-adresy-vojenske-policie-shaef-a-kratke-
vyjadreni-putina-k-celosvetove-akci/

https://tadesco.org/marneho-okenko-23-q5-2q2q-dulezite-a-potrebne/

Geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/2020/05/16/europe-defender-2020-gesara-jalta-up-date/

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/2020/04/24/eliminace-evropske-kabaly-a-konec-
statnich-mafii/

https://geopoliticsastrology.wordpress.com/2020/03/04/americke-specialni-sily-zahajily-utajene-
operace-v-evrope/

As a first example, I am sending you this, under paragraph, a really shocking and tumultuous report 
from last year - which I deliberately put in here at the beginning of the article - and which should be
enough to STOP OF ALL ACTIONS OF THE CZECH LEGAL, EXECUTIVE AND 
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FINANCIAL STATE ADMINISTRATIVE CABALIST‘S SYSTEM , as well as the system of 
department of catastral records, where huge frauds take place with falsified data on land and its 
owners, for which we also have a lot of evidence, just in our family cases. 

https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/skandal-ve-statnim-systemu-urady-ve-velkem-potvrzuji-
pravost-falesnych-dokumentu-66955

The article describes the fact that almost 80% of notaries in the Czech Republic confirm, in the 
blink of an eye, both false contracts for forged documents or foreign documents or invalid 
documents. You can even make a contract and confirm with a notary that your neighbor owes you 
millions without your neighbor knowing. And the court will confirm to you that you are right to 
bribe the judge. If you don't give it to him, he won't confirm anything to you, but you still don't 
need a judge, because on the basis of this false or forged document, you can already start call to 
bailiffs and executing your neighbor's property..etc. There are many ways and fraudsters are very 
creative. 

But, this is reportfrom the largest MSM  shitmachinguns; no "resistance" or "opposition", although 
the group's investigation was truly independent and nice people. It is simply one of the ordinary 
terrifying FACTS OF THE CZECH cabalist SWAMP - Deep State, which is also a building 
block - mainstay of the functioning of the Czech State Mafia - Deep State, typically "in Czech". 
And anyone who buys or sells in the Czech Republic, not just poor, uneducated and practically 
defenseless citizens, can be deceived.

https://pravyprostor.cz/justice-ktera-funguje-dnes-ohrozuje-obcany-daleko-vice-nez-veskery-
organizovany-zlocin-dohromady/

Here is the latest „haute-couture“ model of "debt slavery" and „know how“ in the Czech Republic:

https://creditholding.cz/produkty/#vyplaceni

but there are countless.

Why am I writing to you

I write to you mainly so that in any way (this is only my personal Alpha plan .. there is also a Beta 
plan and a Delta plan)

stopped the terror of police gangs and the huge abuses of human rights and 
corrupt practices

according the order of president Donald Trump:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-
involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
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which are carried out as a permanent psychological, social, but also passive armed terror of 
guerrillas, which use the uniforms of police corps of the Police of CR (frequently main 
employee of police corps), which is exert on my family - my brother and my almost 80-year-
old mother - as well as families of other patriots and uncomfortable individuals, and which is 
already (in case my family) approaching another culmination point of a orchestrated 
provocation that is to lead to the physical execution-shot to death of my brother Josef Kolek and
my mother Jana Kolková, by a Moravian judicial-execution-police gang led by a indifferent "debt 
exacter = assistant of bailiff ", now the castle chancellor Vladimír Mynář,  actual secretary of 
Bailiffs' Chamber of the Czech Republic, Vladimír Plášil, and secretary of justice department,
Marie Benešová (next week be one more, Zdeněk Rychetský, other cabal „godfather“ of 
Constitutional Court) who are the most influential state representatives and oligarchs, and his 
two senior police officers and their subordinates, who make excuses for "execution of orders", who 
are currently administering "fake executions and hired murders" of uncomfortable citizens in the 
region of Zlín.
The whole case is now being discussed by the Constitutional Court, and his boss, masonic 
gangster, Rychetský - actual President of the Constitutional Court, is going to sweep the case off the
table, because the whole long and endless Kolek / Kolková case only directly and in every judgment
evidently proves the absolute rottenness and dysfunction of czech judicial system, which should be 
merged and renamed the "JPBN mafia criminal gang system" which means, and we call it, JUDGE 
– POLICE – BAILIFFS – MAFIA. But the Sauron control tower are primarily KBC Bank 
Brussells branches – administrators of so called bailiff‘s bank accounts.

These are mainly the following police gangsters (we don‘t state academic degrees of this 
gangsters, because are false or bought):

1) Bronislav Šabršula - head of the territorial Police department of the Czech Republic in 
Uherské Hradiště, a notorious alcoholic and a former member of the communist secret police StB. 
In gratitude to prime minister Andrej Babiš, who pulled him out of his alcohol problem, Sabrsula 
spends his free time by working for Babish, and searching for rich people through access to the 
EET tax software:

http://adisspr.mfcr.cz/adistc/adis/idpr_pub/eet/eet_sluzby.faces

EET meanes in english: Electronic Evidence of Sales, from which he guesses and selects the 
richest or most uncomfortable individuals in the region. There are orchetrated with falsified 
documentation, in support of attorneys and judges (also in criminal collusions), executions - 
expropriations attacks to this uncomfortable and rich persons and their families by these criminals 
and their collusions with an executor and a convicted criminal named Milan Makarius (we have 
really overflow evidence about this Makarius, but also other executors- bailiffs; it is the whole 
network), who was strip of his rank last year 2019  and his blunt servant - an armed, mentally 
deranged psychopath named David Zvěřina, who often falsifies his identification documents and 
appears under the false title „executor“ or under a false identity as "Jaroslav Voříšek". In the past, 
David Zvěřina was employed in the armaments warehouse of the Czech Police and fired from the 
Czech Police due to his mental disorder. Now he is fabricated falsificated documents about 

http://adisspr.mfcr.cz/adistc/adis/idpr_pub/eet/eet_sluzby.faces
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expropriations – executions of private property, which serves to other police gangsters like 
permissins to rob and kill, if you don‘t let them make „official robbery“ of all your private property.
The direct subordinate contact between the false executor Zvěřina and Šabršula is a certain  
Zdeněk Keňo (serves as Šabršul's cover and executes his orders directly) from the general crime 
department in Uherské Hradiště, and Josef Náplava, also from the general crime department in 
Uherské Hradiště and Richard Mitáš, also from the general crime department from Uherské 
Hradiště.
 Náplava has already left the police and works in the ranks of executory assistants of the biggest 
executors-bailiff‘s gangster and homosexual, JUDr. Lukáš Jícha - just as a matter of interest – 
exactly this man send to my brother Bill of exchange of 30.000.000 $ to ISIL. He probably brought 
some valuable information about debtors – defaulters from (secret) police files to this ( Lukáš 
Jícha) executor's headquarter, on the basis of which citizens are being tipped to next phase: 
implementation and orchestration of fake executions on their property in  straight cooperation with 
judges and attorneys.

Other active and paid gangsters in this criminal collusion of „Mynář moravia gang“, for which we
have evidence, are:

Jiří Novák - head of the Police Department of the Czech Republic, Uherský Brod
David Rešiliáno - from the Police Department of the Czech Republic, Uherský Brod
Milan Jurča - also from the Police Department of the Czech Republic, Uherský Brod

David Rešiliáno and Milan Jurča were also present, of course on the orders their boss, Jiří 
Novák, who also has a percentage from robberies, unauthorized, illegal, unconstitutional and 
violent intrusion into my family's house on August 25, 2017, armed robbery and robbery in total 
amount about 370,000 (257,300 CZK to me personally; 28,000 CZK to my friend and about 80,000 
CZK to my brother). 

David Rešiliáno and Milan Jurča took part in the assault by waiting armed in reserve in a 
company car and in the uniforms of the Czech Police, which is obvious when you carefully study 
the file full of evasive lies and covering, destroying and sweeping evidence about this case (Keňo 
and Náplava). 

I am sending you everything I have for it, but my brother and the general criminality department 
in Uherské Hradiště, as well as the courts, will have more details. And it is possible that they have 
already begun to actively sweep the remaining clues and remaining evidence and documents.

According to my absolutely shocked mother, an armed robbery commando (has not yet been 
satisfactorily identified who was exactly in our house, filmed everything inside on camera (camera 
footage destroyed Keňo, and Náplava by order of Sabršula) and then stole all the cash they found in
our personal matters.

Police gangsters David Rešiliáno and Milan Jurča actively covered up an armed robbery in my 
mother's house and also took an active part in erasing any traces of this act, such as videos from the 
event and other evidence. 



Lieutenant Zdeněk Keňo and lieutenant Josef Náplava, as well as lieutenant Jiří Novák, 
sergant mayor David Rešiliáno and other police agent Milan Jurča are therefore fully active 
gangsters in the service of JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafia of Mynář's moravian gang.

However, the original intention of this gang was to provoke the murder of my brother, by 
forcibly breaking into the house under the pretext of "estimating property" as part of a fake 
execution (we have clear and bulletproof evidence). But never in conmformity with official 
protocols of czech law and rightfull jurisdictions, and not means moral kodex (these indifferent 
zoombies don‘t know these expressions-meanings). It is obvious and clear visible from summa of 
all protocols, judges sentences, and answers of attorneys. Armed robbery and stealing cash (the theft
was probably not originally planned) was just improvisation, when they saw, that they do mistake, 
and in house is just my mother. 

All of the above work for bribes, both for their boss Vladimír Mynář, the castle chancellor, and for
other bribes for the head of the Bailiff's Chamber, mason, Vladimir Plášil, 
https://www.ekcr.cz/1/organy-komory/601-organy-exekutorske-komory-ceske-republiky

or other persons from the Bailiffs' Chamber or for anyone who "gives money" and actively covers 
false executions and armed gangster robberies. who use police uniforms (as you know, police 
officers don't have to prove themselves with civilian documents but only numbers, so you DON'T 
KNOW WHO is actually under the uniform, and in fact it can be anyone. It doesn't have to be the 
owner of the uniform or the numbers on it at all).

WHY are attacking my brother and mother, and why are so obsesive in take our property ? Yes. 
Right question. 

My brother is something like „killer of bailiff“s“ and by his iniciative was destituted more persons 
(visible idiots) of the Deep State. He has (one of many) overflow, very clear and strong, bulletproof 
evidence (and I personaly saw it; if not, I shouldn‘t give permision to myself to vaste your valuable 
time) against high level bailiffs (Vrana, Makarius, Jícha, Dolanský..etc.), their banks and 
Ministry of justice, Ministry of interior, Police of CR and Bailiff‘s Chambre.

We have more than a suspicion that our fabricated and orchestrated ilegal execution - expropriation,
based on false documents and issued by a convicted criminal and confirmed by legaly biased courts 
and investigated by legaly biased police officers, is not the only one, but that it is an EXAMPLE 
how this „JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafia“ works and therefore you can benefit from 
documenting a lot of information about procedural unconstitutional and illegal frauds, which are 
followed by a fierce terror committed by armed police guerrillas on the Czech population. What is 
most astonishing about this is that the Banks not only cover this terror and cooperate in the 
falsification of documents and interest, but also order it through their contractual obligations with 
executors - bailiffs. For example such as a certain person with name Kymlička, from Hypotéční 
banka,  https://www.hypotecnibanka.cz/, a mysterious figure issuing official banking documents 
who is nowhere managed as an employee of the bank. 

Of all his armed robberies and orchestrated executions of private property, he pays a percentage to 
Vladimír Mynář, as the head of the gang, who also buys through the company's intermediaries, 
who were unconstituonally convicted by Mynář's judges in region under the supervision of 
Mynář's public prosecutors in the region.

https://www.hypotecnibanka.cz/
https://www.ekcr.cz/1/organy-komory/601-organy-exekutorske-komory-ceske-republiky


2) Jaromír Tkadleček - his nickname is "kofolák" (somethig like „cocacola Jerry“), according to 
his famous statement made in some high rank police presentation meeting:

"Tkadleček took a plastic bottle of Rajec mineral water from his desk. He immediately emphasized, 
'When I say that what I hold in my hand is kofola, it will be kofola!' After this statement, he turned 
to his deputy, Bohdan Varyš, who was sitting next to him, and asked him: 'What am I holding in my 
hand, Mr Deputy?'  'Kofola, Mr Director,' the deputy replied, to the Prime Minister. "The full police
room remained stunned, silent. I remembered the Black Barons, "added the head of the Union of 
Security Forces, Zdeněk Drexler. https://www.securitymagazin.cz/security/tkadlecek-utrzeny-ze-
retezu-metody-zlinskeho-policejniho-sefa-resil-premier-i-ombudsmanka-1404058129.html

And whoever claims that there is water in the glass will be released. In other words, he declared the 
police department a completely mafia office, and his statement about kofola is simply a statement 
about the rules of the police omerta - or the secrecy of the police criminal association JPEM - the 
Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafia.
From this police chief, he issues all orders for the physical destruction and persecution of my 
family, as well as the families of other uncomfortable citizens, or simply people who have made a 
career. This gangster is most likely paid a premium from state funds to achieve a complete 
expropriation of my family's property or its physical liquidation.

His right hand man is another corrupt police officer Radek Vičík from Zlín, from the investigation
and documentation department of the Zlín branch of GIBS (inspection of police corps; of corse 
corrupted). Složka s jeho vyjádřením je tato: GI-3075-4/ČJ-2018-642072-P

This mafia of two police assassins - gangsters Tkadleček – Šabršula,  is the basis 
of the executive power of SPEM (= Czech Deep State) in the Zlín Region.

However, they do not work alone. 

Their background in this region is formed by the public prosecutor from Uherské Hradiště,

3) Ladislav Dejmek & Michal Potomský, state attorneys in district Uherské Hradiště, 
https://kapo.uh.cz/kapo/dejmek-ladislav-mgr. Dejmek is called by the local underworld "Cleaner“.
He is a famous and purely criminal figure, whose superior is Marie Benešová, Minister of Justice 
and also one of the greatest liars and psychopaths of the Czech judicial scene - is one of the state 
attorneys, which is responsible for the largest and most massive human rights violations and 
corruption in the region. He is a gangster who protects gangsters and, on the contrary, blames 
victims of crime. Many ordinary people from this district have many evidence of this. We have no 
case in our records showing, that sometimes this person make some oficial document, which 
comply with the law. It is really a deeply ill and probably mentally deeply disturbed individual. The 
idea, that this legally completely incompetent gangster is still teaching young people the law, as is 
currently the case, is really awful.

The boss of this whole Moravian gang is:

https://kapo.uh.cz/kapo/dejmek-ladislav-mgr
https://www.securitymagazin.cz/security/tkadlecek-utrzeny-ze-retezu-metody-zlinskeho-policejniho-sefa-resil-premier-i-ombudsmanka-1404058129.html
https://www.securitymagazin.cz/security/tkadlecek-utrzeny-ze-retezu-metody-zlinskeho-policejniho-sefa-resil-premier-i-ombudsmanka-1404058129.html


4) Vladimír Mynář, chancellor of the President of the Republic, is a well-known corrupt figure in 
Czech politics and should be most affected by President Trump's anti-corruption decree, as well as 
his zoombie-mobs officers - executive gangsters: Tkadleček and Šabršula mafia, because they 
constantly and repeatedly commit serious violations. fundamental human rights. The corruption on 
which the whole of JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafia is based is the least of their crimes:
- illegal armed, robbery intrusion into foreign dwellings
- robberies of large sums of money and expensive property (they stole the harmonium from 1870 of 
incalculable value from my family and left it to rot in the warehouse; it was not investigated who 
was actually there, even though they were in the company of uniformed police officers, who 
secured the whole event from a distance.)

Castle chancellor Vladimír Mynář has NOT a STATE SECURITY CLEARANCE for a very long 
time, which is so important in this position and has long been accused of laundering money, 
taking bribes, influencing the courts and robbing private property, companies and state 
funds.
His case with money laundering and inconsistencies in the payment of his taxes and in his income 
in his accounts never shed light, ie. that if you audit the bank accounts of this czech looter and 
terrorist, and one of the key figures of the Czech Deep State, you will have a whole mob group - a 
mafia tribal family (and much more), in the palm of your hand.
You can also find out about this case immediately by using the refrence numbers (like this: MSP-
764/2016-OOJ-SO/4 , this: 68 Co 441/2017 - 260 or this: 156EX116/2016) given in all the files I 
have sent you, or by making a phone call to the office of the Minister of Justice, Marie 
Benešová, who is just another corrupt Mason in the Deep State zoombies and whose „decisions-
making“ in this case  (and also every case!)  is also paid from among the members of the 
management of the Bailiffs' Chamber, and most likely from the ranks of Masonic lodges (27 in 
Czech Republic registrated).
All you have to do is call her and ask her (also on her mail: sm@msp.justice.cz  ) a simple question: 

"Hi, Mary "Nightmare" Benešová, how are you, and what about Kolek/Kolková case? 

What is going on? .. 

and yo will hear just something, which is known as "great embarrassed silence". This case of my 
family is "taboo" on all three ministries – justice, finance and interior.  They KNOW ..

I should want to give you some phone contact to this „masonic toad“, but you know, they are not 
exist. Yo can see, how they are covered by anonymity, all these JPEM - the Judicial-Police-
Bailiff‘s Mafia greatest judicial criminals:

https://portal.justice.cz/Justice2/MS/ms.aspx?o=23&j=33&k=379

It is really difficult to say, who is behind the persecution of my family in particular, because the 
whole case is so extensive and involves so many court gangsters, police gangsters or executors-
bailiffs, who are covering mutualy their asses, can serve as evidence of their criminal organization 
that one unique „center of control“ is not clear, but rather the unstructural, chaotically organized 
actions of these „mafia robbers idiots“.

https://portal.justice.cz/Justice2/MS/ms.aspx?o=23&j=33&k=379
mailto:sm@msp.justice.cz


Evidence that would change the direction of the mass murder „investigation“ in 
Uherský Brod.

My brother, Josef Kolek, has evidence from which it is clear that he himself was warned about the 
shooting that day by an anonymous message and on the basis of this message he warned the Czech 
police, which laughed at all this, like is normal in all this „warning cases“, exlude „warnings“ 
elaborated by BIS (czech „Koudelka MI6“ secret service) for make more caos or persecutions of 
certains disidents individualities.
This dull laugh of theirs was paid for by the life of 7 and one innocent citizens of Uherský Brod, a 
manipulated madman. The brother left the restaurant, where he was eating ½ an hour before the 
shooting, which was to be the main target. The shooter was searching for my brother some around 2
hours, going from one bar or restauration to another.
We have legitimate reason and convincing enough evidence that the police command (including the 
Uhersky Brod police chief firmly involved in the criminal ring of commanders and general crime 
units throughout the region) not only knew about the action, but that the whole action was a kind of 
unsuccessful "Mk-Ultra program in Czech" with a mentally disturbed shooter, who knows why the 
weapon was not removed, and who could be mentally manipulated using modern technology or just 
ordinary psychological suggestive methods.

https://edition.cnn.com/2015/02/24/europe/czech-shooting/index.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uhersk%C3%BD_Brod_shooting

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/11432331/Czech-Republic-
shooting-8-killed-in-Uhersky-Brod-attack.html

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31608932

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc0U-tQ76o0

The case also had wide coverage in CNN and is part of wikipedia. However, examination of case 
was "stuck". How else. In my country, gangster crimes are not being investigated  and it is an order 
from czech Chief Prosecutor, Pavel Zeman (Michael & Peter have more about this order to 
general attorney), and mason, Marie Benešová, the current Secretary of Justice, also respects 
that order because general attorney Zeman is governed by cabal from the US State 
Department.

Just a few beans under line and just to the edge about the local czech marvelles underworld :

All the so-called "investigators", from any posible means czech general criminality 
departments (all regions, all departments!!) in this case, are today - and not only according to our 
evidence, but also according to the evidence of investigators Petra Lhotáková, Michal Svatoš and
Petr Rajský – are active gangsters, which can be very simply and quickly charged of 
corruption and human rights violations being their least criminal crimes. 

Many of them are responsible for the murders and robberies (the same as the one I witnessed, my 
family and a friend who happened to be present) which I described in this document. Ordinary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc0U-tQ76o0
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31608932
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/11432331/Czech-Republic-shooting-8-killed-in-Uhersky-Brod-attack.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/czechrepublic/11432331/Czech-Republic-shooting-8-killed-in-Uhersky-Brod-attack.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uhersk%C3%BD_Brod_shooting
https://edition.cnn.com/2015/02/24/europe/czech-shooting/index.html


people are afraid to talk about these things in public, and whoever does so is immediately punished 
by these Mynar gangsters by armed robbery, car theft, robbery of flat, robbery execution-
expropriation of all property and liquidation of all family relationships ..etc..etc.. by these State 
Mafia - Deep State groupes of cabal. Maners of terorization of people is the same like in time of 
commies.

These general criminality departments of the Police of the Czech Republic are not „investigative 
bodies active in criminal proceedings“ or „bodies fighting the state mafia“ aka Deep State cabal or 
ordinary street crime, but was eventually transforming into armed headquarters and organizational 
centers of robber guerrillas in service for oligarchs and in silent terror mode approved and 
supported by banks, public prosecutors' offices and completely unconstitutional, illogical, 
meaningless and even directly criminal and „robbery decisions“ of courts and public prosecutors 
robbing and looting any household or company with impunity under the pretext of so-called 
"execution". We have irrefutable evidence that 99% of executions are administratively invalid,
fabricated, falsified or orchestrated by gangsters using cover as police officers, prosecutors, 
judges and lawyers, and that it is an illegal expropriation of the property of uncomfortable or 
simply wealthy people on so mass and colossal scale, that the communist coup in 1948 was 
children's play in comparation with this current human rights violation and corruption state.
My mother, Jana Kolková, as well as more young people in era of 50‘s, experienced communist 
terror and spying in the same village where she lives, Popovice near Uherské Hradiště, and where
in three weeks this illegal, and only by mafia SPEM and its forged documents "authorized" 
expropriation, of our house will take place. 

I am sending you the geographical location of the place in the appendix, as well as the locations of 
the main centers of the armed police gangs, for which we have a large amount of evidence: Zlín and
Uherské Hradiště.

But Mynar's gang is not the only one. There are many of them and they compete with each other in
the public form of politics as parties like Babish tribal gangs, Hamáček tribal gangs or 
Schillerová tribal gangs and other and other... For example Michael Svatoš and Peter Rajský has 
their neverending stories with CZECH POLICE GANGSTER‘S HEADQUOTER „sanctuary city“ 
– Police department of district Plzeň: https://www.policie.cz/clanek/policie-plzenskeho-kraje-se-
predstavuje.aspx?q=Y2hudW09NA%3d%3d, and Babish‘s and Hamaček‘s tribal killers gang.

Here, in Plzeň, is the Octopus Head of corruption and serious human rights violations in Czech 
Republic. In this district are levels of ilegal expropriations and coruptin the most high from all in 
Republic. Plzeň is other Center or New Jeruzalem miracle of the czech Deep State cabal 
administrations. But I don‘t want take this tema of these heroic investigator, who know 
EVERYTHING  about cabal Deep State mafie on this region, especially about headquoter of Plzeň. 
Also for that, if I can have permition express my preocupatin, I am beg you for some form of 
protection for these good men.

And what about „general inspection fo police forces“, so called GIBS ?

It makes no sense to talk about the so-called "police inspection" aka GIBS, which followed the 
fiasco of police forces in this mass murder of innocent people in Uherský Brod, because it is very 

https://www.policie.cz/clanek/policie-plzenskeho-kraje-se-predstavuje.aspx?q=Y2hudW09NA%3D%3D
https://www.policie.cz/clanek/policie-plzenskeho-kraje-se-predstavuje.aspx?q=Y2hudW09NA%3D%3D


well known and completely corrupted authority without any legal supervision(!!), which only serves
to cover police crimes (is obvious that „for money“ - bribery). Just go through some of their latest 
results and compare the bank accounts of these men and wimin „working“ in this department, from 
which their corruption will be clear.
We have countless evidence against them, but the most extensive files about it and also adequate 
evidence is again found not only by investigators Michal Svatoš and Petr Rajský, but also Petra 
Lhotáková and the IRS Trade Union Alliance.
https://www.facebook.com/Petra-Anaconda-Lhotáková-1203749483126732/

https://www.facebook.com/Odborová-aliance-IZS-1898720357060171/

These two heroic elite police officers - Michal Svatoš and Petr Rajský - have very valuable 
informations and they are being really hard persecuted by this mafia. Police uncontrollable 
guerrillas of stupid police „jerks and rednecks“ acting on the orders of the "Deep State Police / State
Mafia - are constantly staging the theft of their property, the illegal execution of property and even 
the theft of cash from their bank accounts. These brave dismissed elite police officers today face the
greatest pressure from these murderous guerrillas, who use police uniforms and arms just for 
terrorizing and robbing other neighbors.
Enough and very detailed evidence from the forensic investigation of elite detectives Michal 
Svatoš and Petr Rajský on the depth of corruption and violations of the basic human rights of the 
government sio-communist mobs in the Czech Republic can be found on the following pages:
http://michalapetr.cz/doku.php
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd19iz3XiB3_ozbSpzW3P7A/videos

You can also see clearly last actions of czech public funds looting Deep State kabal gangs on these 
pages, which are made by patriots who are taking actions against them:
https://www.kverulant.org/kauzy-aktualni

My mother and father were attacked by these same people during the deep totalitarianism of the 
1970s and 1980s, because they were never in the so-called "party". These monstrous commies and 
members of the former StB, together with president Zeman, who is their supporter like the past 
secret communist police confident prime Minister Babish, have now seized power in the form of the
Bailiffs' Chamber and are looting Czech households and companies under the pretext of "debts". 
Babish uses Rockefeller's shark scheme to eliminate competition. His company is full of absolutely 
incompetent past rednecks-secrets with totalitarian control and for several years in complete 
bankruptcy, fueled only by subsidy frauds of European funds..
My brother, as well as an armed and uncontrolled guerrillas wearing the uniforms of the Czech 
Police, which no longer has the authority or structure of a state alpha institution, and as well as the 
Ministry of Justice for gangsters and tribal gangs from the Ministry of the Interior and their 
control departments (GIBS), as well as all courts full of ordinary degenerate drunks and drug 
addicts, so all these now pseudo-institutions possess an incredible amount of evidence for 
themselves, their deceptions, fabricated lies, and utter syntactic and semantic nonsense in judgments
contrary not only to basic morality but also to the elementary logic of things.
This is what are telling one source:
"Judges lie heavily, falsify protocols in terms of meaning and content, anticipate future court 
decisions and bend protocols and evidence under them, decide on ostentatious judicial 

https://www.kverulant.org/kauzy-aktualni
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd19iz3XiB3_ozbSpzW3P7A/videos
http://michalapetr.cz/doku.php
https://www.facebook.com/Odborov%C3%A1-aliance-IZS-1898720357060171/
https://www.facebook.com/Petra-Anaconda-Lhot%C3%A1kov%C3%A1-1203749483126732/


arbitrariness and simply steal their parents' children. For all, let's name for example Kamila 
Horká or Helena Svobodová from the District Court for Prague 9 or Helena Horáková and Lubor
Veselý from the Municipal Court in Prague."
However, there is also a higher level of „command or management, which can be illustrated by 27 
(public) Masonic orders operating in the Czech Republic and their cartels and disputes and other
cabal societies of a similar type. This type of New Jerusalem, Prague, has many peculiarities.

Chamber of Bailiffs of the Czech Republic

The Bailiffs 'Chamber, as well as the Bailiffs' Act, are accompanying phenomena in the Czech lands
to the Bush / Clinton's Sio-Nazi global coup against criminal mankind against all of humanity. They
were established around the year 2000.
The Executor's Chamber of the Czech Republic is a pure zio-nazi institution, body of 
widespread financial terror and extortion of citizens approved only 1 and a half months after the 
global sio-nazi Bush/Clinton coup d‘état – nuclear mass murder and destruction of WTC 
9/11/2001. In the silence, chaos and confusion of these historical moments, which in itself is quite 
significant telling value for those who know in detail the history of this terrorist coup organized by 
Mossad and the Saudi Arabia.

The number of 150 czech bailiffs (members of Bailiffs Chamber) property seizures has grown 
enormously over the past few years, at present court bailiffs have 4.5 million cases underway 
against more than 800,000 people  (in 2017), but numbres are increasing from that times, and 
statistics are hardly falsifikated by these „new commies elites“.

They, bailiffs, consider these falsificated "executions – ilegal expropriations" to be justified by some
strips of papers with incorrectly filled in case numbers, which are not signed by competent persons, 
but often by convicted criminals, who have been removed from public office by another court.

There are counterfeit stamps, invalid stamps or altered stamps, abuse of authority, misuse of 
personal data and other „kosher“ deceptions. Like the signatures of incompetent persons, so-called 
enforcement decisions, but also any court decisions or judgments, as well as judged by public 



prosecutors, show obvious both syntactic and semantic nonsense, which indicates that court stamps 
and decisions which are used here, and which are obviously written by people unfamiliar with the 
basics of the Czech language, ie. uneducated criminals, alcoholics and drug addicts.

The worst scum of a company that has committed itself to paying off debt by stealing from others 
works in the services of this private executors - bailiffs.

It is the same caste of criminals, drug addicts or simply violent people with a criminal history and 
psychopathic tendencies who attack especially elderly and defenseless people. These cowards never
dare to stand up to someone strong, let alone armed, face to face.

Such documents are then disposed of by an armed robbery group dressed in police uniforms for 
look like legall enforcement, but ALL OF THESE ACTIONS are just purely ARMED ASSAULT 
ROBBERY – ARMED RAID. These armed guerrillas are quite common in the Czech lands, but in 
only 1% of cases do they get into the press, as the so-called Berdych gang, which is also mentioned
in the report of your Congress: "Country reports of Human Right practices for 2008" at page 
1271:

Never have been described „the czech reality“ so exactly, like by this few words of this artickle:

„The Czech Republic is generally a pretty placid place, but under that peaceful exterior is a seedy 
world of criminal gangs, corrupt policemen and brutal crimes. At the top of the heap is - or rather 
was until recently - one David Berdych, who allegedly commanded a 35-man criminal gang 
responsible for kidnapping, robbing and in several cases killing businessmen. Several policemen 
were involved in the gang.

The gang's speciality was dressing up as members of elite police unit - wearing balaclavas and 
even carrying police weapons - and robbing rich businessmen. Often businessmen were kidnapped 
and held in remote cottages and beaten until they agreed to pay up. Another of the gang's 
specialities was dressing up as traffic policemen and stopping lorry drivers, who they then 
kidnapped and dumped in the middle of a forest after making off with the goods.“

https://english.radio.cz/mafia-boss-berdych-and-gang-appear-court-8623202

What this artickle NOT said is, that members of gangs HAS BEEN COPS (in your language, 
members of SWAN), not just „person wearing uniforms of cops“. There are no statistics showing 
the number of crimes committed by the dismissed police officers and agents themselves. The 
number, like the other data, would be shocking.

At present, the local SPEM (judge-police-bailiffs) has grown and expanded its territory to such an 
extent that each locality has its "Berdych gang" (a criminal collusion-ring of general attorneys - 
judges - executors and high police officers). And often there are more rival gangs and therefore 
"godfathers" in the position of public prosecutor - gangster, judge - gangster or a group of senior 
police officers – gangsters. However, it must be said that in terms of evidence and records signed by

https://english.radio.cz/mafia-boss-berdych-and-gang-appear-court-8623202


them, everything refers to a very below-average IQ, which is, of course, a great advantage for any 
type of resistance. One laughs more and is calmer, sometimes.

In this world we are living.

How the „judicial proces“ of false executions is manufactured by bailiffs, judges 
and courts.

It is CLEAR bulletproof EVIDENCE from this information portal that the case 
has been closed and reopened under a completely ILLEGAL CONDITION.

Bailiff - gangster Pavel Dolanský of Beroun https://www.exekuceberoun.cz/ - the executor – 
bailiff, http://www.portal-elektronickych-drazeb.cz/exekutorsky-urad-beroun-soudni-
exekutor-mgr-pavel-dolansky/, who sold house no. 251 at Popovice u Uherského Hradiště, 
which is property of Jana Kolkova, my mother, in a orchestrated, illegal auction, which was 
transferred to him for a fee from a well-known criminal and obsessive psychopath without 
any accreditation, convict, Milan Makarius, is connected by another branch of the law mafia, 
which consists of differnt advocate companies and lawyers merged in various type of criminal 
hioldings. 

Such as, for example, this company of legal gangsters, and precisely for this reason also one of the 
most successful on the market of fraud, robbery and illegal expropriation, from which this 
underworld of Czech advocacy flourishes financially:

Havel & partners: https://www.havelpartners.cz/en/

and here you have a whole list of legal „advocates“, clones-slaves of this mafia, who live directly 
from forged executions, illegal expropriations on the basis of which the police mafia then carries 
out armed robberies of citizens' property:

https://www.havelpartners.cz/en/team-position/associates/#ra

 Another scheme of Czech Deep State - Cabal could look like this:

https://www.havelpartners.cz/en/team-position/associates/#ra
https://www.havelpartners.cz/en/
http://www.portal-elektronickych-drazeb.cz/exekutorsky-urad-beroun-soudni-exekutor-mgr-pavel-dolansky/
http://www.portal-elektronickych-drazeb.cz/exekutorsky-urad-beroun-soudni-exekutor-mgr-pavel-dolansky/
https://www.exekuceberoun.cz/


THEY - Czech Deep State cabal does not know about the changes that are coming. It should be 
noted that these gangsters do not have any so-called "gangster intelligence" necessary for crimes, as
is generally assumed, or for example to see their own End and capability „change game“..etc. They 
arose on the basis of former relations between the communist secret police and the vassals of their 
secret units. This vassalism was compromised by „godfather Mrázek“ and his famous "archive" 
with the help of compromising evidence. However, it is still the same methodology.

Most of them are completely uneducated village „boors - rednecks“ with purchased lawyer‘s 
diferent academic titles, that do not read news, and not independent news at all. It's like a world of 
cloned zoombies waving by official stamps and official documents instead of swords and using 
other zoombies with loaded revolvers to collect fees from rebellious entities - individuals who have 
sinned by expressing their disapproval or exposing their activities. It will take longer for a 
completely new state system to emerge after the application of GESARA agenda items, but all that 
„transition time“ these social zoombies will be used to sow terror, armed robberies and brutal raids 
on the property and lives of their opponents. They are like idiots in jungle who don  know that not ẗ
just their fucking small battle, but all war of these entire „race-blodlines of genetical garbage“ 
against humanity is LOST.

When you really try to break into that system and see clearly the links between fake movements, 
fake societies, fake political parties, fake and non-existent products, fake contracts or purchase 
contracts, completely against or not legal and constitutional court decisions with consequencies of 
expropriation of entire villages and areas, which are sold to Jewish or Arab traders, you will find out
how incredibly primitive forms this "mafia" conducts its frauds. It(s amazing!



For making the criminality of current people inflated, they are putting to jail many innocent people. 
At least a third of prisoners sit in Czech prisons for no reason.

The Czech judiciary is in last phase of complet desintegration and so deep desolate state, 
which is deteriorating exponentially and afecting hard many innocent people. Judgments and 
sentences are handed down by completely incompetent people, even if they meet the formal 
requirements for the position of judge. The fact that they are allegedly fulfilled is proved only by 
their formality, lowness and worthlessness - because the fact that they are persons completely 
unsuitable for the position of judge is often recognized even by a simple layman after 10 minutes of 
court proceedings.

Persons, from the Czech government administration, which are implicated in 
serious human rights violatin and coruption, and can be marked like targets.

We have overflow evidence of corruption and serious violation of basic human rights by the 
orders and actions of these following well-known psychopaths and gangsters, which are also 
actively involved in the highest positions of key alfa state public agencies of the Czech Deep 
State cabal, which have to be deeply audited. All these people KNOW about our case, an they 
are fully implicated in this acts of corruption and serious humans rights violatins.

Gobernment administration of the Czech Republic:

Jan Hamáček - Minister of the Interior and dangerous islamist and gangster with connections to 
the Aaghan heroin scene and terrorist contacts with German and Lebanese jihadists.
Vladimír Mynář - debt collector and castle chancellor-gangster
Marie Benešová - Minister of Justice-gangster appointed by the Masonic clans - a puppet whose 
task is to maintain the "status quo" of the robber gangs of SPEM for as long as possible

State Attorney‘s Office of the Czech Republic:

Pavel ZEMAN – general attorney-gangster
Lenka BRADÁČOVÁ - general attorney-gangster
Ivo IŠTVAN - general attorney-gangster

Lenka Chmelová – general attorney-gangster Brno, file: 6NZN1384/2019-11

Then there are two state attorneys, who declared the ISIL bill of exchange valid without 
taking a single act to investigate this fact (this is their standard procedure):

Tomáš Hrnčiřík – general attorney-gangster in Přerov District Court
Martin Schmidt – general attorney-gangster of Ostrava District Court

States attorneys from Uherské Hradiště directly involved in the criminal collusion in the 
Kolek / Kolková case
https://portal.justice.cz/Justice2/Zastupci/zastupci.html#3711



with bogus „executions-expropriations private property“, homicide cover-ups and police gang 
violence, for which we have evidence:

Ladislav DEJMEK - general attorney-gangster,  https://kapo.uh.cz/kapo/dejmek-ladislav-mgr 
okresní st.zástupce. This gangster, who calls himself a "general attorney" is just a stupid and lying 
plotter, „member of Ring“, who doesn't even have a basic knowledge of the law. An ordinary 
arogant and stupid liar who just evidently, and in every his afficial document, tries to lie way out 
himself out of every piece of evidence against Deep State State - mafia, but thanks to his faint 
intelligence and zero creativity, it always gets worse and worse with each attempt. It is also an 
integral part of the criminal cabal criminal collusion of „high society court gangsters“ in the entire 
Zlín region.
Lukáš MAHDAL – general attorney-gangster
Michal POTOMSKÝ – general attorney-gangster. The same story, like Dejmek up. Maybe his clon
or biorobot after expire warranty period. 

Members or former members of the Bailiffs' Chamber of the Czech Republic which are 
involved in criminal collusion, corruption and serious human rights violations, for which we 
have evidence:

Vladimír Plášil – actual secretary of Bailiffs' Chamber of the Czech Republic, executor-bailiff 
and as can be seen from the attached article, he is a completely characterless and arrogant obsessive 
personality of „street thief“ and perhaps only a deeply sickly kleptomaniac-clerk who performs the 
function of bailiff. This type of mentaly sick cabal mob is very frequent in ČR. 
Tomáš Vrána - this executor-bailiff issued a document - a bill of exchange on the payment of a 
financial amount of $ 30,000,000 to the ISIL address marked with the sovereign emblem of the 
Czech Republic; posible link between StB-KGB structure between the Czech government and the 
Muslim Brotherhood.
Petr Tichý - collaborator with JUDr. Vrána and probably financial coordinator of the Muslim 
Brotherhood in the Czech Republic
Lukáš Jícha - this executor-bailiff from Execution office in Přerov insent this document - a bill of
exchange on the ISIL payment - to the e-mail address of my brother, Josef Kolek
Juraj Podkonický – executor-bailiff gangster from Execution officce in Prague 5
Milan Makarius - an executor-bailiff gangster and a convicted criminal and psychopath, who 
constantly produces forged documents with stolen stamps and signatures of incompetent people, 
which gangster courts and gangster police consider valid and thus participate in fraud worth billions
of crowns a year. But in ČR is much more these „Makarius Mouses“.
Pavel Dolanský – executor-bailiff gangster involved in a searched, illegal and falsified auction of  
family houses, 
David Zvěřina – he is no „executor-bailiff“ but just mentally injured, armed person (is intentionally
used as a proxy) constantly issuing some erroneous and invalid documents like fake executor on the
basis of which Mynář's Moravian gang then organizes armed robberies and ilegal, violent 
intrusions to private property under the falsificated documents of . 

Mgr. Marceta Petrošová – exekutor-bailiff from Břeclav. Falsification of documentations for 
expropriations of private property.

https://www.info.cz/pravo/sef-exekutoru-plasil-celi-vyzve-k-rezignaci-s-uhradou-nakladu-exekuce-je-ale-dlouhodobe-problem-43005.html


Judges involved in a criminal organization in the Kolek / Kolková case
for which we have evidence:

Anna Coufalová – judge-gangster from Disctrict Court of Přerov
Iva Šáchová - a well - known satanist judge-gangster in Uherské Hradiště, who uses satanic 
symbols in her public - commercial e-mail. File of the District Court in Uherské Hradiště file 
number 39EXE1487 / 2015.
Jana Tillová – judge-gangster from District court of Olomouc
Lenka Kymličková – judge-gangster from District City court of Prague 4
Pavel Riedlbauch – judge-gangster of the Municipal Court in Prague
Vladimíra Čítková - judge-gangster of the Municipal Court in Prague
Ludmila Petráková - president-gangster of the Senate of the Municipal Court in Prague

Libor Vávra -  judge-gangster of Municipal Court in Prague, file: 68 CO 441/2017

Milada Veselá – president of the Senat of the Municipal Court in Prague, č.j. 14 Co 365/2018 - 314
a č.j. 14 Co 366/2018.

Lucie Králová – judge-gangster of the Municipal Court in Prague č.j. 14 Co 365/2018 - 314 a č.j. 
14 Co 366/2018.

Daniela Večerková - judge-gangster of the Municipal Court in Prague, č.j. 14 Co 365/2018 - 314 a 
č.j. 14 Co 366/2018.

Milan Bořek - president-gangster of the court in District court in Brno, files  č.j. 59 Co 74/2018 – 

65 a 59 Co 75/2018-67

Dalibor Bruk -  president-gangster of the Senate of Disctrict Court of Brno, branch in Zlin, files  
č.j. 59 Co 74/2018 – 65 a 59 Co 75/2018-67

Vladimír Doležel – judge-gangster of Disctrict Court of Brno, branch in Zlin, files  č.j. 59 Co 

74/2018 – 65 a 59 Co 75/2018-67

Ivona Ryšánková – judge-gangster of Disctrict Court of Brno, branch in Zlin, files  č.j. 59 Co 

74/2018 – 65 a 59 Co 75/2018-67

Michal Říha - chairrman-gangster of the District Court for Prague 4. Illegal adjustments and 
corrections in files: 156 EX 116116, but also in the files of OS for Prague 4 mark 67 EXE 43512016
and in the file of OS for Prague 5 mark 11 C 5912013.

Petr Moucha - president-gangster of the Senate of the Disctrictl Court in Prague 5; 11059/2013-17

Bank officials expected be involved in SPEM - Judicial - Police - Bailiffs – Mafia:

John Arthur Hollows, Chairman of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder

plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Petr Knapp, Member of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder

plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Petr Hutla, Member of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder



plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Jiří Vévoda, Member of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder

plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Hélé Goessaert, Member of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder

plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Marcela Suchánková, Member of the Board of Directors of ČSOB a.s. - as the sole shareholder

plaintiff - intervener in the proceedings pursuant to §211a

Pavla Karásková – lawyer of Hypobanka

…. and more and more others ...

In th fin of the list I shoul want to say, that JPEM are „executed – expropriated“ also 
CHILDREN. 

In Czech Republic is one of the laws of this New Jerusalem: take all property also to children, 
which are paying for debts of their dead parents!! For debts 1,- czech crown thee are taking 
property  of all family! And all courts firm it without problems with Chart of fundamental humans 
right and freedoms, firmed by Czech Republic . There are about maybe 3.000 – 5.000 children 
(actually) puted to enslavement of these JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafia psychopats, 
living in the houses of „social services“ (and you know, how is function these points of „human 
trafficing“), which are prepared for all their „happy life“ just PAY DEBTS maked by their dead 
parents. Do you see, how deep are going rabbit‘s hole of these really fucking sick cabalist‘s 
monsters - „imitations of humans“ - in my country?

At the end of this letter, I ask you, in any way, whether by some direct intervention or at least by 
some jurisdictional superiority order from your office, to show these gangsters, that there are a real 
forces capable of stopping their killings and robberies.

The most educated part of inteligence of the czech nation was for several centuries (since the Battle 
on White Mountain), the most persecuted and decimated part of the population, you would thus 
provide enormous mental strength and support.

If we could afford to give advice to your finance department and intelligence, then our long-term 
vision would be these few basic steps, which would then lead to cascading accusations by all 
members of the tribal gangs of the state mafia - Deep State and their arrests:

1) Conducting in-depth audits of process protocols and bank accounts at three basic Czech 
departments and all their permanent and part-time emploees and all private contractors, 
which are fully occupied and financially squeezed by local Deep State cabal mafias:

Department of Justice

Department of Interior

Department of Tresury

Police of ČR



Bailiffs' Chamber of the Czech Republic

2) performing in-depth audits of the so-called executor accounts, which are completely 
uncontrollable entities, all of which are processed by the Czech branches of KBC Brussell.

https://www.scribd.com/document/416329032/STATE-TERORISM-AND-BAD-DEAL-OF-THE-
CZECH-GOVERNMENT

https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/justice-belgium/59538/kbc-bank-to-be-
prosecuted-for-money-laundering/

All of these accounts are potential and very powerful because of the uncontrolled and 
uncontrollable entities through which huge sums of money can flow. And, how you can see in 
articles up, KBC Brussell is good bank in laundry jobs.

3) stop the status of any entry of armed guerrilla police gangsters into private homes and 
private companies, still using the uniforms of the Police of the Czech Republic, who act on the 
basis of ILEGALS, FORGETS or INVALIDS documents. Only the traffic department of the 
Czech Police should be function. The so called „department of general criminality“ of the Police 
ČR, should be abolished immediately and all those working in these units should be detained, 
questioned and should be made profound auditory of their bank accounts as the accounts join with 
them. They are organizating and intel centers of more locals  JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s 
Mafias

Given that several attempts have already been made against my brother, Josefa Kolka - 
provocations by local police gangsters which were supposed to lead to his physical destruction:

1) Unknown perpetrators together with the Police gansgters-guerrilla robbed our house and 
disrespect my mother basic constitutional rights (I was present)

2) The police stole the computer and illegally stoled data by attorney-gangster Potomský illegal 
order.

3) A member of the police guerrilla stuck his foot in the door, disrespected his brother's rights, and 
was dragged away under some imaginary pretext for some utterly pointless interrogation.

4)…. what do you think will be written at this point .. in a month ??? … two persons shot to death 
because attack of Police gangsters-guerrillas ?? In New Jeruzalem is the norm!

and for that, we don‘t allow similar guide, and we will figt in open war and full armed.

For us – my family and right czech patriots -  is symbol of our intoucheble home like for americans 
is ranch of Bundy.

Such is the unchanging position of our families on this case. Either you arrest them, or we have a 
moral obligation to ALL our families TO EXECUTE them - one by one - in a war declared by 

https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/justice-belgium/59538/kbc-bank-to-be-prosecuted-for-money-laundering/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/justice-belgium/59538/kbc-bank-to-be-prosecuted-for-money-laundering/
https://www.scribd.com/document/416329032/STATE-TERORISM-AND-BAD-DEAL-OF-THE-CZECH-GOVERNMENT
https://www.scribd.com/document/416329032/STATE-TERORISM-AND-BAD-DEAL-OF-THE-CZECH-GOVERNMENT


THEM to US and not by US toTHEM, and after THEY have attempted murder several times. We 
are just taking the glowe. And staying here saying: „You want war, will have war“. Nothing more. 
It‘s pure logic. And it‘s pure defence by the Galactic law and by the law of martial marts. 

It is categoric imperativ.

It means, if you (SHAEF) donťl have jurisdiction, we have full. And we will fight!

Thank you for your opinion and response to our address and also for any, even minimal, and even 
only administrative action to stop the rampage of these gangs throughout the Czech Republic once 
time for all people.

 

We also graciously ask all Beings of Light to guide and protect your steps and your families.

WWG1WWGA

Jana Kolková & sons

Josef Kolek

Jiří Kolek

+ all injured by illegal expropriations of basic financial sources, private property and public funds 
by JPEM - the Judicial-Police-Bailiff‘s Mafias and others czech cabal Deep State mafias of the 
administration and alfa intitutions of czech government

Popovice u Uherského Hradiště, No. 251

post office Kunovice

Zlín Region

CZECH REPUBLIC


